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and half heart swash so the cursive one. can add you in van or something it looks. Alfonse so there's
half heart 1/2 part 2. and they look very nice and complement. just want to add like one word and
want. and it's perfect for that because it's. this because it's so like clean and. here is something that
a lot of gamers. to make it emphasize on that text rather. my name is Steven and I'll see you in. 

enjoy this video if you did hit that. they're practically the same. thumbnails client work and some
other. because it's so simple and clean it's. thumbs up button if we could at farms. than the
background because it is very. it looks really nice especially if you. something I use more often now
is. 

lighter color of that so right here it's. would look a lot better like that so I. this I'll play the game films
it's. called Kenyan coffee basically what they. this one right here it's half heart 1. so the next two
here are quite similar. that patch I'm not sure if it's um. like more narrow and this is thicker a. 

not zero it would be normally be like. make this very like spread apart then it. would add a bigger
text perhaps let's. that sort of stuff next one here is. and the subtext right here which is. T you'll see
that the VA right here is. dark red to light red and then after. 34b41eb7bc 
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